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INTRODUCTORY REMARK

During our early investigations in 2014 and 2015 the Urban Transport Administration gathered

questions which needed an international outlook for finding proper answers. Some of the questions
were of such importance that we choose not only to ask our own cable car expert but to seek for a

second and independent opinion. We choose the Swiss company Cable Car Consultants GmbH which

together with its sister organization in Canada, Creative Urban Project, has a very good overview of the
urban gondola market.

The report covers four main topics:
1. Best practices for cable cars operating above shipyards/active harbours and/or water
2. Tricable detachable gondolas designed on upper floors
3. Construction periods for tricable detachable gondolas
4. Passenger security on urban cable cars

Cable Car Consultants have produced this best practice report during the winter of 2015-16. All facts
and conclusions are their own. The Urban Transport Administration and Västtrafik AB (the regional

public transport company in West Sweden) will use the report in ongoing planning and investigations.

The City of Gothenburg has through the Urban Transport Committee since 2013
investigated cable cars as a part of public transportation in Gothenburg. If cable
cars were to be included as part of the public transportation system, this would be

the first addition of a new transport mode for public transport in Sweden since the
opening of the subway in Stockholm in the 1930’s.

The publicly owned company Göteborg & Co was in 2009 commissioned by the

municipal executive board to investigate how the city’s 400 anniversary in 2021
could be celebrated. The task was performed in an open dialogue with municipal

committees, public companies, the public, and a vast number of experts within
various fields. The result was summarised in Opportunities on the way to

Gothenburg’s 400th anniversary. Proposed work plan. Cable car in Gothenburg

was there presented as a citizens’ initiative.
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FÖRORD

Under våra tidiga studier 2014 och 2015samlade trafikkontoret på sig ett antal frågor, vars svar behövde
en internationell utblick för att finnas. Några av frågorna var av en sådan dignitet att vi inte enbart

frågade vår kontrakterade linbaneexpert utan att vi även frågade efter en andra oberoende bedömning.
Vi valde det schweiziska företaget Cable Car Consultants GmbH som tillsammans med sin

systerorganisation i Kanada, Creative Urban Project, har en god överblick över urbana linbanor i
världen. På grund av detta är rapporten skriven på engelska.

Rapporten hanterar bästa praxis för fyra övergripande ämnen och frågeställningar:
1. Bästa praxis för linbanor som korsar varv/hamnar och/eller vatten

2. Trekabliga system med avkopplingsbart grepp på våningar högre upp i byggnader
3. Byggtider för trekabliga system med avkopplingsbart grepp
4. Passagerares säkerhet i urbana linbanor

Cable Car Consultants har genomfört denna utredning under vintern 2015-16. Alla uppgifter och

slutsatser är uppdragstagarnas egna. Trafikkontoret och Västtrafik kommer att använda rapporten i det
fortsatta planeringsarbetet.

Göteborgs Stad har genom Trafiknämnden sedan 2013 utrett frågan om linbanor

som en del av det kollektiva resandet i Göteborg. Skulle linbana börja ses som en

del av kollektivtrafiken är detta det första nya kollektivtrafikslaget i Sverige sedan
införandet av tunnelbanan i Stockholm på 1930-talet.

Göteborg & Co fick i oktober 2009 i uppdrag av kommunstyrelsen utreda hur
stadens 400-årsjubileum skulle kunna firas. Göteborg & Co genomförde

utredningsuppdraget i en öppen dialog med nämnder, bolag, allmänhet och ett

stort antal experter inom en rad olika områden. Resultatet summerades i

Möjligheter på väg till Göteborgs 400-årsjubileum. Förslag till arbetsplan. Linbana
i Göteborg fanns då med som ett medborgarförslag.
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Introduction

Introduction

1.1

Cable Car Consultants GmbH

Purpose and Background

The City of Gothenburg has retained Cable Car Consultants GmbH (CCC) to
document and analyze best practices for urban cable cars.
The purpose of this report is to allow the City to have a better understanding of how
shipyard/water crossing cable cars interact with its surrounding urban environment and
how other cable transport lines have ensured passenger safety.
This study may be used to inform the decision-making process due to the changing
project conditions found in Gothenburg. Namely, whereas the shipyards along the
River Göta Älv was previously believed to undergo decommissioning, new evidence
suggests that the shipyard will continue operations. In turn, as the shipyard contains
explosive gases and other challenges, this report will attempt to address these
concerns.
The report will cover four main topics:
1. Best practices for cable cars operating above shipyards/active harbours and/or
water
2. Tricable detachable gondolas designed on upper floors
3. Construction periods for tricable detachable gondolas
4. Passenger security on urban cable cars
Readers should note the Client chose not to provide specific details of the proposed
Gothenburg cable car to the Consultant. As a result, the report will examine and
describe the above topics in generalities and as industry best practices.

Emirates Air Lines is a 1km cable car that
crosses the River Thames. The system
is owned by Transport for London and
sees 1.5-2 million riders pass its gates per
annum.

The Koblenz Seilbahn in Germany is a 3S
cable car that spans the Rhein River. It
opened for the BUGA 2011 Horticultural
Festival and in 6 months time, transported
2.95 million passengers.
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Cable Cars Over Water/Active Harbours

Cable Car Consultants GmbH

The purpose is of this section is to answer the following question:
A report on best practices in cable car operation over shipyards/active harbours
and/or bodies of water around the world.

2.1

Major Systems

Before conducting this analysis, it was necessary to
compile a list of major cable cars which have been
built to traverse shipyards and water bodies. The map
below illustrates some of these major systems and their
respective locations.
While CCC was able to identify approximately 14
cable cars crossing water bodies in urban/semiurban conditions, the Consultants were unable to
document any active shipyard crossing systems in a
city environment. However, it is worth noting that Lagos,
Nigeria is planning to build a 3S over one of Africa's
largest ports/shipyards.
Due to the lack of existing shipyard crossing aerial lifts,
this section will mostly focus on discussing best practices
for cable cars operating above water. Note that as there
are over 20,000 ropeways in existence in the world, the
map below should not be be considered exhaustive.
Spokane

Nizhny Novgorod

London

Cologne

New York
Yeosu
Chongqing
Barcelona

Hong Kong
Singapore
Lagos (Planning)

Koblenz
Nha Trang
Wroclaw

Map: Major Shipyard/ Water Crossing Cable Cars

Existing

Proposed
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Data Table: Major Water Crossing Cable Cars
System

Application
/ Purpose

Water Body /
Harbour

Length
(km)

City

Technology

Speed
(m/s)

Capacity
(pphpd)

Cabins

Singapore Cable
Car

Tourist /
Urban

Keppel
Harbour

1.7

Singapore

MDG

5

2000 (up
to 2800)

67

Ngong Ping 360

Tourist /
Urban

Tung Chung
Bay

5.7

Hong Kong

BDG

7

3500

112

Emirates Air Line

Tourist /
Urban

Thames River

1.0

London

MDG

6

2500

34

Yeosu Cable Car

Tourist /
Urban

Namhae Sea

1.5

Yeosu

MDG

5

Roosevelt Island
Tram

Transit /
Urban

East River

1.0

New York

Dual Haul

7.5

1000+

2

Vinpearl Cable
Car

Tourist /
Semi-Urban

Nha Trang
Bay

3.3

Nha Trang

MDG

6

1500

65

Nizhny Novgorod
Cable Car

Transit /
Urban

Bor River

3.6

Nizhny
Novgord

MDG

6

500 (up
to 1000)

Yangtze River
Cable Car

Transit /
Urban

Yangtze River

1.2

Chongqing

Aerial Tram

10

1150

2

Polinka

Transit
(University) /
Urban

Oder River

0.3

Wroclaw

Aerial Tram

5

370

2

Spokane Falls
Skyride

Tourist /
Urban

Spokane River

0.4

Spokane
Falls

Pulsed
Gondola

Kolner Seilbahn

Tourist /
Urban

Rhein River

0.9

Cologne

BDG

2.8

1600

44

Wuhan Cable Car

Tourist /
Urban

Hanjiang River

0.9

Wuhan

MDG

5

1000

18

Koblenz Seilbahn

Tourist /
Urban

Rhein River

0.9

Koblenz

3S

7

3800

18

Port Vell Aerial
Tramway

Tourist /
Urban

Port Vell

1.3

Barcelona

Aerial Tram

3

150

2

2.2

50

28 (up to
56)

6

Operations

Similar to any transportation infrastructure, many
considerations must be taken into account when
implementing urban cable cars.
The complexity of the built form and activity surrounding
a cable system should be carefully be assessed to ensure
maximum safety and comfort during operations.
However, cable cars crossing water bodies tend to face
specialized challenges. These may include, but is not
limited to:
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Comment/Description

Clearance

•

•
•

•

•

•

Cable Car Consultants GmbH

Designers must ensure that the clearance between
the water surface (at high tide) and cabins (lowest
position with full load) is high enough to allow marine
vessels to pass by safely underneath. Failure to
properly take this factor into consideration may result
in catastrophic collisions between marine vessels and
cable car cabins (See Section 2.5 Mount Faber Cable
Car Case Study)
System designers must leave clearance contigencies
in place to minimize likelihood of collision
Clearance requirements may be dictated by a
combination of local regulations and industry
regulations. In situations where clearance regulations
are unstated, clearance heights may be determined
by examining the height of the tallest ships which
travel through the waterway
For cable cars travelling over other transport
infrastructure (i.e. railway, highway, roads) and
densely built form, designers must ensure that the
clearance between cabins (lowest position with full
load) is high enough to allow vehicles to pass by
safely underneath
Cable cars travelling between densely built form
must have sufficient horizontal clearance to prevent
cabins from swaying into buildings during high wind
events
Project managers must ensure that clearance
requirements meet local regulations and restrictions

Navigation Marks and
Signs

•

Project managers must ensure that the cable car
does not block or cover navigation signs and marks
used by ships

Flight Paths

•

Air cones and flight paths must be checked to ensure
that the cable car alignment does not interfere with
airplane and helicopter movements
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Length of Free Span

•
•

•

Towers in Water

•
•
•

Regulating Ship
Movements Around
Cable Car

•

•

Cable Car Consultants GmbH

Technical restrictions related to choice of ropeway
system determine the maximum length of free span
Monocable Detachable Gondolas generally have
tower spans that average between 100-300m.
However, depending on tower heights, capacity
and adherence to European Committee for
Standardization (CEN) norms, spans of >400m are
possible
Tricable Detachable Gondolas (3S) can have large
spans of 1,000-3,000m. However, this generally
requires large towers which may result in higher
project complexities in an urban environment.
Towers that are built in water should be designed to
withstand local environmental conditions
In some systems, special barriers surrounding towers
may be required to prevent ships from colliding into
tower (See Section 2.6 Emirates Air Line Case Study)
The Vinpearl Cable Car in Vietnam is designed
with 7 towers built in the South China Sea. These
towers allow the cable car to travel at heights of
approximately 70m above the sea. The towers in
water are built and secured on top of offshore
platforms. The offshore platforms are built 50m
deep into the sea and is securely anchored by 6m
foundations built into granite rock. This high level
of reinforcement was needed to help the towers
withstand high winds, waves and seismic activity.
Special policies and regulations may be required
for cable cars operating over active waterways.
For instance, special height restriction areas may
be required as a preventative measure to reduce
potential vessel collisions with cable car
Regulations may be involve:
-- Restricting ships over a certain height from
passing underneath a cable car (or in special
circumstances require special passage permission
from relevant marine/port authorities)
-- Installation of laser tracking device to monitor
ship height approaching/entering/leaving height
restriction area
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Cable Car Installation,
Testing and Maintenance

•
•

•

•

Fire

•

•

•

•

Cable Car Consultants GmbH

During installation, testing and/or maintenance may
involve the interruption of harbour operations and
shipping activities for a short period of time
For instance, during the first two years of a cable car,
the system must be shut down for the resplicing of the
cable. This is necessary as the cable stretches over
time. A maintenance procedure such as this one may
be complicated given cable car operations over
a waterway. Cable car operators must coordinate
with relevant local authorities to ensure maintenance
procedures are conducted safely.
The frequency of cable resplicing and cable
replacement will depend on factors such as total
annual operational hours. In general, public transit
cable cars require more rigorous cable maintenance/
replacement than ski lift cable cars as they operate
for up to 18 hours a day. For instance, the cable
on the Telluride and Mountain Village Gondola
has an operational life span of 30,000 hours with
an estimated operations schedule 5000 hours per
annum. As such, a new haul cable will be needed
every 6-8 years.
The installation of high performance cables can
reduce frequency of cable replacement and
resplicing. As such, high performance cables should
be contemplately carefully during the system
planning and design phase.
The Consultant has been advised that the shipyard
in Gothenborg will contain explosive gases. In this
scenario, fire protection may likely be the major
challenge.
In general, to address fire issues, sufficient clearances
and safety precautions must be taken. An important
factor to consider is the height of the haul/support
cables and the cabins relative to the potential height
of a fire.
For the Burnaby Gondola proposal in British
Columbia, Canada, system alignments which
travelled above an oil refinery/holding facility was
eliminated. This decision was not necessarily due to
safety issues, rather due to political reasons.
Since the Consultants are unaware of the height,
location and alignment of the ropeway, as well as
the location of potential fire hazards in the shipyard
(i.e. explosive materials), it is not possible to provide
further comment on this matter at this time. In future
project stages, the project proponet must work
alongside local experts and cable car engineers
to identify the location of hazardous materials and
gases. Local regulations must also be reviewed.
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Rescue

Cable cars are considered one, if not the safest,
transportation technologies in the world. However,
designing the system to ensure safe and efficient rescue
operations during emergency situations is an important
consideration. In particular, the complexity of an urban
environment (i.e. high levels of nearby pedestrian and
vehicular activity) may pose even greater challenges for
maintaining safe cable car operations.
The conventional method of rescue is abseiling passengers
from the cabin during major technical faults. However, this
may prove challenging due to conditions found in a city
setting (i.e. vehicular traffic, difficulty in gaining access to
rescue points, surrounding density of built form and etc).
To reduce rescue complexities, recent advancements
made in ropeway technology now enable cable cars to
bring passengers back into stations for evacuation. This
rescue method is called the Recovery Concept.
This method involves the design of many redundancies
and backups for all main parts in a cable car. In turn, this
enables the recovery of cabins into stations should any
component malfunction. The primary features of this system
include:
1. Main drive mechanism has both a primary and backup
motor
2. Emergency drives on bullwheel can provide propulsion
if both motors fail
3. Each bullwheel equipped with emergency bearing
4. Special tools at towers to lift rope into normal position if
cable derails
5. Special tools, such as permanent crane facilities, in
stations to remove blocked cabins.
It is estimated that more than 95% of modern urban cable
car systems are designed with backup power supply in
case of drive or primary power failure. A backup drive is
generally powered by a diesel generator which allows the
system to operate at 75-100% speeds.
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Overall, allowing passengers to stay onboard, without the
need to abseil presents many advantages.
The table below provides a side-by-side comparison
of advantages and disadvantages of the two rescue
methods:
Conventional Rescue vs Recovery Concept Rescue
Abseiling (Conventional)

Recovery Concept

Passengers may be acrophobic

Passengers remain in cabins

Rescue teams may have
difficulty accessing passengers
(i.e. rush hour traffic, high winds,
strong tides etc)

Less stress for passengers

Abseiling passengers to marine
rescue vessels requires sizable
training and coordination

No on call rescue team is
provided and trained

Modern urban ropeways installed in sensitive
environments, such as the Emirates Air Line in London,
England and the Koblenz Seilbahn in Koblenz, Germany
are designed with the Recovery Concept.
To ensure even greater levels of safety, the Emirates Air
Line is designed with the both the Recovery Concept in
addition to an on-call rescue team. As part of annual
maintenance procedures, evacuation abseiling exercises
are performed to provide personnel with hands-on
experience during emergency situations.

Rescue training exercises conducted on the Cologne Cable Car
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Polinka - Case Study

Year: 2013
Location: Wroclaw, Poland
Length: 0.3km
Capacity: 370 pphpd

Ridership: n/a
Cost: USD $4mm
Trip Time: 2.5 minutes
Fare: Free (for students)

The Polinka is one of the only known cable cars systems in the world that was built
primarily for a university. Wroclaw (pronounced vrots-wahf) is Poland's fourth largest
city, and considered a hub for higher education.
The Wroclaw University of technology's campus districts were separated by the Oder
river. A footbridge was considered but was eliminated because it was significantly
costlier than a cable car (zl 15-17 million vs zl 8 million) and obstructed marine traffic.
When the aerial transit concept was presented it was met with great enthusiasm. As a
result, the university, in collaboration with the City opted to implement an urban cable
car.
Water Crossing Incident
Approximately 1.5 months
after the cable car
opened, an excavator
crane, carried on a barge
through the Oder River,
struck one of the cabins.
Despite the accident, no
injuries were reported.
The system's capacity
was reduced in half for six
months as only one cabin
of the two cabins was
operational.

Wrocław University of
Technology

GeoCentrum PWr
“New Building”
* Catchment area for visualization purposes only.
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As the manufacturer warranty did not cover traffic-related accidents, the school was
responsible for paying USD$67,000 to repair the cabin.
Court Proceedings
System operators argued that the barge captain was negligent and lacked foresight
to prevent the accident.
In defense, the captain argued that the cable car operator operated illegally without
proper signage and markings to warn passing ships. He added that the cabins and
rope were too low despite being designed to have a 7m clearance above the Oder
River.
Upon conclusion of the proceedings, the Inland Waterways Authority found the
captain guilty of causing damage to the cable car.
However, after the decision of the Inland Waterways Authority, the captain appealed
the decision and the case was reviewed by the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Development. In this hearing, the captain was acquitted of the charges. The Ministry
then ordered the case to be reexamined. Therefore, at the time of this report's writing
the final decision has yet to be decided.
Summary Lessons
While the final verdict is unclear at this moment, a few lessons may be discernable
from this case study.
•
•

Proper signage placed along river may help to warn incoming ships of cable
car operations
Outline and understand each party's responsibility for covering cost of repairs
due to traffic-related accidents
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Cable car travelling above
Keppel Harbour, where
many ships, including cruise
liners are docked.

2.5

Mount Faber Line - Case Study

Year: 1974
Location: Singapore
Length: 1.7km
Capacity: 2,000 pphpd

Ridership: 900,000
Cost: USD $14.7mm
Trip Time: 15 minutes
Fare: USD $23

The Singapore Cable Car is a unique urban gondola located in the city-state of
Singapore. While less than 2km in length, it travels through and/or above a diversity
of built forms such as a forest, a 15 storey office tower, a harbour and an amusement
park. It was built to provide visitors with an exciting aerial ride to the island resort of
Sentosa.
Aside from the cable car, visitors can also access the island by foot (via Sentosa
Boardwalk), monorail (Sentosa Express) and by motor vehicle (taxi, car etc). Despite the
multitude of transport options and age of the system (40 years), the cable car is still a
popular attraction with nearly 1,000,000 riders per year.
While the system has had a
phenomenal safety record
in its 40 years, it did suffer
one catatrosphic accident
known as the Singapore
Cable Car Disaster.

In November 1981, a
bulk carrier, entered
Keppel Shipyard and was
converted into a mobile

N

Singapore Cable Car
Disaster

Sentosa Island

HarbourFront Tower 2
Mount Faber

* Destination zone for visualization purposes only.
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offshore drilling platform.∆
The conversion added a drilling derrick which increased the
height of the vessel to 69m. As a result, the marine vessel's
height was much taller than the cable car. The cable car
was built with a maximum safety clearance of 60m, but a
safety clearance of 56.5m was communicated.
On January 23, 1983 at 6pm, the derrick of the oil drilling
vessel, Eniwetok, snagged the cable car as it was being
towed from Keppel Wharf by a Port of Singapore Authority
tug.†
Once the derrick struck and entangled the cable car, 2
cabins (out of 15) plunged into the water. One cabin was
empty, while the other cabin had 5 persons who all died.
Three passengers aboard another cabin were thrown out
as the cabin oscillated intensely. Two persons were killed
while the third, a toddler, survived the incident.
In total, 7 passengers died while 13 passengers were
trapped.
Rescue
The rescue operations lasted from 12:45am to 3:30am.
Several key events took place during the rescue:
1. Four tugs were dispatched and connected the drillship
with lines to hold it steady. Strong currents and rising
tides in the harbour made rescue operations difficult.
Stabilizing the drillship was necessary as further
movements of the drillship may have snapped the
ropeway.
2. Floating cranes moved into position to reach stranded
cars.
3. Helicopter operations commenced at 12:45am on
January 30. Winchman were lowered to rescue
6 passengers from two cabins over land, and 7
passengers from cabins over water.
4. Army frogmen searched water for bodies.
5. Police task force sent to control gathering crowds.

∆ Cable car tragedy at Sentosa. National Library Board. Available at: http://bit.ly/1IBJ24q
† Straits Times. The 1983 Sentosa cable car tragedy. Available at: http://bit.ly/1JpKVS3
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During the planning of the rescue operations, two other
methods were considered which included:
1. The use of a fire engine snorkel ladder to reach
trapped passengers.
2. The use of a floating crane to reach trapped
passengers
3. Send commandos to crawl along cable and lower
passengers to safety.
The first and second option was eliminated as the ladder
and crane did not reach the heights necessary to reach
passengers. The commondo option was eliminated due
to execution difficulities but was considered a backup
plan to the helicopter rescue.
Investigation
In the immediate aftermath of one of the country's worst
disasters, a commission found that the accident was a
result of several factors.
1. Failure of pilot and ship master to establish actual
height of ship with port authority
2. Failure of towing mechanism which caused drillship
to drift and strike cable car
Results and Lessons
To prevent future accidents, several measures were
implemented:∆
1. Port authority designated the waterway in Keppel
Harbour a "Height Restriction Area" (HSA). This restricts
ships greater than 52m from entering while ships
between 48-52m must receive written permission
from port master to enter, shift or leave the area
2. Laser detection system was installed to monitor and
measure vessels entering the harbour. Vessels with
heights over 31, 42, 48 and 53m above mean water
height will activate audio and visual alarms to notify
the port authority at the control station.
3. Cable car installed one-way radio communication
system that allows operators to communicate with
passengers
4. Republic of Singapore Air Force developed a new
rescue system during emergencies
The cable car was repaired and reopened for passenger
transport 7-months after the incident. Since this event,
there have been no further casaulties or injuries on the
cable car.

∆ Cable car tragedy at Sentosa. National Library Board. Available at: http://bit.ly/1IBJ24q
† Laser system to check height of ships entering Singapore. Available at: http://bit.ly/1OHxfUP
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Roosevelt Island Tram
traveling next to
Queensboro Bridge.

2.6

Roosevelt Island Tram - Case Study

Year: 1976 (modernized 2010)
Location: New York City
Length: 1.0km
Capacity: 1000+ pphpd

Ridership: 2,300,00
Cost: USD $25 mm
Trip Time: 3 minutes
Fare: USD $2.50

The Roosevelt Island Tram is an aerial transit system that travels 76m above the East
River from New York City's Roosevelt Island to Manhattan. It was initially built in 1976 as
a temporary transport relief line before a subway stop was provided.
However, the Tram proved to be a safe, reliable and convenient method for island
residents. As such, even after a subway station was built in 1989 on the island, 4000
daily residents continued to rely on the Tram. Today, daily ridership has reached 6,400.
As a temporary relief life, the system was originally designed to operate for 17 years but
operated for 34 years until it underwent a $25 million modernization program.

July 1989: Due to
electronic malfunction,
the Tram suffered its
first accident where
Manhattan-bound
cabin sped up and
crashed into docking
platform.∆ Nine

Manhattan

00 m

•

NYC Metro
(section)

1,0

Through the Tram's history,
it has been a safe and
reliable system. However,
the system suffered several
incidents which include:

N

Notable Incidents

Roosevelt Island

∆ Roosevelt Tram Is Shut Down After Accident. Available at: http://nyti.ms/1PK2xFm

* Catchment area for visualization purposes only.
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passengers suffered minor injuries,
September 2005: Tram stalled for 2 hours due to power failture, trapping 100
passengers. All passengers returned safely to station platform once backup power
generation was utilized.∆
April 2006: 69 passengers stranded after both main and backup power systems
failed.† A self-powered diesel engine rescue basket was used for the first time to
carry passengers stranded over the East River back into the station. Meanwhile, a
for passengers trapped above First Avenue, a metal basket lifted by a crane was
used to evacuate passengers.

The above three incidents were a result of tram malfunctions. However, perhaps
most serious incident occurred in 1998 when a construction crane used to repair the
adjacent Queensboro Bridge reahced into the travel path of the Tram.§
The Tram collided with the crane, causing injuries to 11 of the 20 passengers on board.
The crane operator accepted full responsibility for the accident. However, at the time
of the accident, while a supervisor was in the console, a Console Operator was not
on duty at Roosevelt Island platform.∇ This position was eliminated in 1997 as part of
cost saving measures. Critics believed that this accident would not have occurred if a
Console Operator was present.
Summary and Lessons
While the Tram has operated safely throughout its existence, it has suffered a few
notable accidents. The most serious of which, involved the aforementioned Tram-crane
collision. This incident demonstrates that cable car operators must not only be aware
of marine activity but also construction/traffic activity nearby the Tram. Developing
a more robust set of communication protocols to monitor all nearby activity may be
necessary to maximize passenger safety.
Also, the elimination of a Console Operator position highlights the danger of reducing
technical on-site staff as a cost savings measure. A stronger set of protocols, in
consultation with ropeway industry standards, should be developed to ensure optimal
system safety.

∆ Roosevelt Island Tram Stalls, Trapping 100 Riders for 2 Hours. Available at: http://nyti.ms/1Kvgc1e
† Electrical and Diesel Tram Systems Fail, With Backup Electrical in California Available at: http://nyti.
ms/1QjPJbi
§ Resident Gets $700,000 Award1998 Tram-Crane Collision Available at: http://bit.ly/1PbuaLi
∇ Island Faces Transit Crisis. Available at: http://bit.ly/1lDmVQ6
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Emirates Air Line - Case Study

Year: 2012
Location: London
Length: 1.1km
Capacity: 2,500 pphpd

Ridership: 1,800,000
Cost: USD $90.0 mm
Trip Time: 5 minutes
Fare: USD $7.00

London's first urban cable car, Emirates Air Line, was opened in June 2012 just ahead of
the summer Olympic games. It signed a large ~USD$50 million (£36 milion) sponsorship
deal with Dubai airline, Emirates Airline.
Given it's implementation over the River Thames in a highly urbanized context, it may
provide project planners in Gotheborg with a number of important lessons.
Some noteworthy designs and features implemented on the Emirates Air Line include:
•

•

•

Designed with three
tall towers (60m, 84m,
87m) to enable ships
to pass underneath
South main tower
located 60m from
shore in Thames River;
has a barrier system
to prevent boats from
sailing into tower
Three spiral towers
has staircases to
enable evacuation
and maintenance

N

Emirates Greenwich
Peninsula

Emirates Royal
Docks
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Cabins equipped with CCTV
During emergencies, passengers have access to an alarm button which
allows communication with the control station. The power is supplied by
supercaps designed on the cabins
Cabins contain emergency boxes containing food and beverages.

Barrier system (at bottom) surrounds south
tower (84m) in order to protect tower from
ship collisions.

Three tall towers provide clearance across
River Thames.
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Summary

In general, operating cable cars with across harbours and waterways are extremely
safe. Most accidents identified in this study are isolated incidents that occur very rarely.
In situations where injuries or fatalities have occurred, safety protocols have been
enhanced to ensure the prevention of any future accidents. Gothenburg would be
wise to learn from these case studies and take away lessons that guide its cable car's
implementation.
From the case studies presented, accidents involving water-crossing cable cars are
not the fault of operators. Rather accidents are the result of negligent third parties
who failed to respect the existence of a ropeway and/or adhere to existing protocols.
With that said, cable car designers must still be diligent and careful in selecting an
alignment with the least impact to adjacent structures and human/waterway activity.
Despite the high level of security features, safety protocols and best effort of operators
to maintain safe passage, it can be said that third parties will not always respect the
existence of a ropeway. As such, operators must be active in preparing and planning
for all contingencies to maximize safety and eliminate risks. To do so, a number of
strategies may include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extensive consultations with all relevant stakeholders to identify risks involved in
water-crossing cable car
Develop a set of clear communication protocols during regular operations,
special events (i.e. construction nearby ropeway) and emergencies between
major stakeholders (i.e. daily, monthly, annual updates)
Proper signage warning incoming marine vessels of cable car operations
Consider installation of Ropeway Recovery system
Employ and train 24-hour emergency rescue response team. Team undergoes
emergency training and practice on yearly basis
Provide emergency clothes, food and beverages in cabins
Consider employing cabin attendants during times of busy passenger flows
Employ platform attendants
Barrier system surrounding towers to prevent and/or reduce impact of
collisions from other vehicles
Install CCTV in cabins
Install 2-way communication devices
Consider the establishment of height restriction areas to reduce potential
conflicts
Develop robust cable car operations protocol to ensure vital operating staff is
not eliminated as part of cost-saving measures

As for shipyard crossing cable cars, no existing examples having been identified in this
study. While traveling above shipyards is non-controversial and does not invalidate
the cable car proposal, the degree to which explosive gases are used within the
shipyard is outside the Consultant’s area of expertise. Further consultations with local
experts must be conducted to assess the potential impact of gas explosions/fires while
retaining the assistance of cable car engineers to optimize the route alignment to
maximize safety.
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The purpose is of this section is to answer the following question:
A report on best practices in cable car operation with implementing a threecable gondola system mid-station within the upper floor(s) of a building envelope
and a brief list of recommendations on what to consider to make such an
installation function well.

3.1

Multistorey Stations on 3S Cable Cars

To address this question, CCC compiled and documented all tricable detachable
gondolas (3S) in the world. It was found that at the time of this report's writing (January
2016), only thirteen 3S systems were operational while six 3S cable cars were in the
various stages of planning and construction.
However, only two 3S systems are built with mid-stations. This suggests that it is very
challenging to directly address best practices for 3S systems with upper floor midstations. To further compound this challenge, Gothenborg's cable car system is still
undergoing planning and review and therefore, specific design specifications of the
system (i.e. location of multi-storey stations, location of return/drive station and etc)
were not disclosed to the Consultants. As such, CCC can only discuss and answer
the aforementioned question and best practices for upper level gondola stations in
generalities.
Map of 3S Cable Cars

Olympic Village I
Olympic Village II
Psekhako - 3S
3S Heihe
Blagoveshchensk
Peak 2 Peak

Fansipan

Koblenz

Pardatschgratbahn I
Gaislachkogelbahn

Existing
Proposed / Under
Construction

Hon Thom Island

Kitzbühel

Alpin Express I
Alpin Express II
Matterhorn
Prodains Express
L'Olympique
Funivia del Renon
Stubaier Gletscher
Mayrhofner Bergbahnen AG
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General Commentary

The construction of an upper level gondola station presents many opportunities and
challenges for project proponents.
The following table lists some design factors that project proponents should consider
when designing a multi-level mid-station:
Design Factors

General Commentary

Location of Drive vs
Return Stations

•

•

•

Cabin Storage

•

•

•
•

•

Station will need to be designed appropriately to
handle the forces/stresses applied onto building
depending on the final locations of drive and return
stations.
Return stations have less infrastructure components
while drive stations have more function-related
components (i.e. main drive machinery, auxiliary
motors, diesel generator)
Drive stations are generally built over two floors. The
machinery room is often times built beneath the
station to reduce noise.
Cabin storage is typically accomplish by building a
dedicated garage. While some cable cars store their
cabins in stations, this is not recommended for urban
systems.
A garage solution offers many advantages such as:
ability to remove cabins during inclement weather (to
protect cabins); provides area to store excess cabins
during periods of lower demand (reduce wear on
cabin grips); garage provides dedicated space to
repair and maintain cabins.
At least one of the garages must be built with a
service area and a room for spare parts.
Determing the location of a garage will require
careful consideration. Technically, a garage can be
built at an end station or mid-station. However, this
depends on factors such as space availability, cost of
space and the size of accompanying building.
If possible, project managers may consider building
two garages at both end stations. This allows
operators to park 50% of cabins at each terminus. In
turn, this reduces the time required to unload and
reload onto the cable line.
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Height of Gondola Station •

•
•

Depending on building code requirements and other
pieces of legislation, loading platform on multi-storey
storey may require access via elevators, escalators
and/or stairs.
Building needs should be reconfigured, and needs to
be designed in consultation with cable car engineers.
Architects must consult with cable car engineers with
at earliest as Singapore.

Accessibility Requirements •

To ensure universal access, many transit agencies
now require elevator access for above ground
stations. The number and height of elevator systems
can add sizable costs and design complexities to
a project (i.e. space requirements for elevators). For
instance, multi-storey stations may require up to four
elevators to provide sufficient service in order to
provide access to both sides of the platform. It is also
needed in an event that one malfunctions, there's a
backup elevator.

Mezzanine Design

•

Building a mezzanine level for an elevated midstation may offer advantages such as, but not limited
to:
-- Reduce the number of elevators required
-- Allow passengers to access to both sides of
loading platform without the need to re-enter
through street level

Access from other
transport modes

•

Sufficient loading space on the platform level must
be provided depending on the type of passenger
traffic a gondola receives. For instance, sizable
queues can form if passengers are transferring from a
subway onto a cable car
This is important to note as traditional ski-lift gondola
stations have less room for queuing as system
capacities are generally less than public transit cable
cars

•

Local Codes

•

Local building codes must be reviewed in detail
to ensure that gondola stations meet existing
requirements

Vibrations

•

Vibrations from the cable car and its related
electro-mechanical components may affect the
engineering/design of the mid-station building
Since cable cars generate vibration and noise,
structural and civil engineers should be consulted so
an elevated mid-station doesn’t affect the structural
integrity and negatively impact other components in
building

•
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•
•

•
•

Small or Large Station
Footprints

•
•
•

A mutli-use cable car station will need soundproofing
to reduce noise impacts on other users in the building
Noise reduction design techniques may involve but is
not limited to:
-- Locate drive machinery away from building
envelope and/or areas sensitive to noise.
Tremendous noise reduction if the drive
machinery is designed one floor below the station
platform
-- Special cladding
-- Installation of a high performance cable
-- Operate system at lower speeds
Qualified consultants should be retained to determine
methods to reduce noise/vibration caused to other
occupiers/users of a multi-use gondola station
For instance, the top station in Porto's (Portugal)
Teleferico de Gaia (see image below) is built next to
residential homes. As such, sound-proofing walls were
incorporated into the station to reduce its vibration
and noise impacts to neighbours

The size of a building envelope will be greatly
affected by choice of cable car technology
For instance, 3S systems have a much larger station
footprint than MDG systems due to its higher
performance capabilities.
Locations slated for an elevated mid-stations must be
able to meet the minimum footprint requirements
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•
•

For multi-level stations, a strategy to change heavy
machinery and parts (i.e. gearboxes, motors and etc)
will be required in case parts are broken
For instance, if a station is 4 storeys high, project
proponents must design and have strategies in place
to remove and deliver machinery

Many of the stations in Rio de Janeiro's
Teleferico de Alemao, as pictured above,
are multi-level structures with social
services located in the building.

Passengers on the Line K of Medellin's
Metrocable have easy access to library
services which have been integrated into
the stations.

A food court has been integrated into The
16 de Julio/ Jach’a Qhathu station in La
Paz/El Alto's Line Red.

The Koblenz Seilbahn was originally built
without dedicated garage space. As
such, the cabins are all stored in the two
terminals at night.
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Mount Faber Line - Case Study (2)

Harbourfront Tower 2
The Mount Faber Line is
one of the few urban cable
cars with a mid-station built
on the top level of a multistorey building.
Its mid-station, Harbourfront
Tower 2, is located on the
15th floor.
While it is not a public
transit system, it has a few
noteworthy design solutions
that Gotheburg may wish to
consider.
1. Functions as a mid-station where cables travel through the building envelope.
Therefore, no additional stress is applied onto building. Does not house any drive
station equipment.
2. 15th floor platform level is accessed via two dedicated elevators. Therefore, cable
car passengers and office tower workers travel in separate elevators. This minimizes
user conflicts and improves passenger experience/flow. However, there are
increased costs and space requirements for the implementation of two different
networks of elevators.
3. Ticket booth located on ground floor where patrons purchase passes. This reduces/
eliminates space requirements for ticketing at platform level.
4. Mid-station located 10 minute walk from nearest MRT station (HarbourFront).

Two sets of exclusive
elevators, separate
from regular office
tower elevators,
provide access to
both sides of the
loading platform on
the 15th floor at the
Harbourfront Tower 2
mid-station.
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Funivia del Renon - Case Study

Station Design and Queuing Strategy
The Funivia del Renon (or Rittner Seilbahn)
is a system that connects users from the
edge of Balzano's historic downtown to
Suprabolzano.
While the system uses 3S technology, it has
a low capacity of 550 pphpd.
This low capacity is due in part to the
limited space available for its valley station
which limits the length of the accelerator
and decelerator ramps. In turn, while the 3S
can theoretically travel at speeds of up to
7 m/s, the system travels at speeds of only
3 m/s.
The reduced availability of station space and low capacity has resulted in long queues
during busy tourist seasons where 3,000-4,000 use it on a daily basis. High ridership cable
cars must be built with sufficient loading space throughout the station. Poor queuing
strategies may reduce passenger satisfication and safety.

The Funivia del Renon is one of the few, if not only, 3S cable cars with a loading/
unloading platform built on the second floor. Unfortunately, due to its popularity during
high season, low capacity, poor queuing strategy and limited station footprint, this
results in an overflow of passengers queuing hapharzardly along the staircase.
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Summary

Multi-level stations for non-3S cable cars (i.e. monocable, bicable, aerial trams) are not
uncommon and can be found in many public transit and recreational systems.
Regardless of technology, transit stations incorporated into multi-use, elevated buildings
can offer many advantages to passengers and are found in many successful transit
systems. In fact, a greater number of pedestrian-friendly, mixed-uses in proximity to
transit has the ability to encourage greater uptake.
However, sensitively incorporating a 3S cable car into an elevated mixed-use building
adds complexity to a project. Designers must deal with issues related to noise, vibration,
space availability and perhaps most importantly, access.
A loading platform located many storeys above ground level will exacerbate
this problem and will require an accompanying system of elevators, stairs and/or
escalators. The capacity of these systems linking to platform can ultimately limit (i.e.
bottlenecks) the overall capacity of the cable car.
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The purpose is of this section is to answer the following question:
Conduct a brief review of construction periods for existing urban gondola
systems, especially bi- or tricable systems. Number of weeks between contractsigning and traffic opening with a brief specification on the main phases included
in the periods.

4.1

Urban Gondola Construction

The installation of an urban gondola system involves several main phases which
include:
Manufacturing: Major electromechanical components, such as the cables, drives,
support, bullwheel, towers are produced and/or acquired. Components are then
transported to the site by air, road and/or water.
Construction and Installation: As electromechanical components are being
manufactured and acquired, the local site is prepped for installation. This includes
excavation of the site, installation of stations structures, tower structures and etc.
Once the electromechanical component parts arrive on site, they are integrated
into the station structures. This occurs alongside procedures such as assembling and
installation of the cable(s), installing electrical wiring, mounting of cabins onto cable,
and electrical calibration.
The final step of installation involves system commissioning procedures where
technicians and engineers conduct stringent functional tests and inspect components.
This is to ensure maximum safety and adherance to all local and industry regulations
before the system is opened for public use.

4.2

Local Factors

Local culture and conditions have the ability to dramatically influence the installation
of a cable car system.
For example, extreme weather (monsoons, extreme cold/heat and etc) and religious
practices (Ramadan, Christmas) can impact construction and installation timing.
Also, the Client should note that during the Christmas/New Years season, ropeway
manufacturers are essentialy shut down. Project proponents should take these into
consideration during project scheduling.
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The chart below contains major project phases for urban gondola systems. Please note
that prerequisites for meeting these project timings include: gathering all necessary
regulatory approvals and licenses, geological surveys, detailed elaborate tests such as soil
mechanics, structural analysis, detailed construction drawings (including implementation
plans), detailed studies of the electromechanical equipment, construction logistics
planning and etc.
Major Project Cycle Phases
System

Tech

Construction
Work

Install Electro-Mechanical Equipment

Commissioning

Opening to
Public

Total Construction Time

Koblenz Seilbahn

3S

Nov 2008 Aug 2009
(10 months)

Sept 2009 May 2010
(9 months)

May-June 2010
(6-8 weeks)

July 2010

20-21 months

3S Penkenbahn
(Mayrhofner)

3S

Apr 2014 Nov 2015
(12 months)

July 2011 - July
2013
(12 months)

Oct-Nov 2015
(6-7 weeks)

Dec 2015

18-19 months

Gaislachkogel 2

3S

June 2009

8 months

6-8 weeks

Nov 2010

17-18 months

Olympic Village
Section 1

3S

Nov 2013 - Jan
2014
(9-12 weeks)

23 months

3S

Feb 2012 - July
2013
(12 months)

Jan 2014

Olympic Village
Section 2

Feb 2012 July 2013
(17 months)

Psekhako

3S

May 2011 Sept 2013
(26 months)

July 2011 - July
2013
(14 months)

June - July
2013
(6-8 weeks)

Jan 2014

26 months

Peak 2 Peak

3S

May 2007 Dec 2008 (19
months)

Oct/Nov 2008
(6-8 weeks)

Dec 2008

19 months

Alpine Express I

3S

Sept 1989

14 months

10 months

Sept 1991

24 months

Alpine Express II

3S

Apr 1993

12 months

10 months

Oct 1994

19 months

Funivia del Renon

3S

Oct 2007

May 2009

20 months

Linea Roja - Mi
Teleferico (Phase
1)

MDG

July 2012

8 months

Apr 2014

May 2014

22 months

Linea Amarilla - Mi
Teleferico (Phase
1)

MDG

July 2012

8 months

Aug 2014

Sept 2014

27 months

Linea Verde - Mi
Teleferico (Phase
1)

MDG

July 2012

8 months

Nov 2014

Dec 2014

30 months

Mariche
Metrocable
Express

MDG

Fall 2010 Summer 2012
(24 months)

Oct 2011 Oct 2012 (12
months)

Nov 2012 (3.5
weeks)

Dec 2012

30 months

Emirates Air Line

MDG

Aug 2011

8 month

6 month

June 2012

12 months

Singapore Cable
Car (rebuild)

MDG

4 months

7 months

2 weeks

July 2010

12 months

Jan 2014

Please note that the systems such as the Linea Verde in La Paz and the Mariche
Metrocable Express in Caracas took considerably longer than usual for an MDG system.
This is because these were large systems in complex urban environments, hence the
longer construction times.
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Summary

The general total construction times for MDG and 3S cable car systems can be
summarized as follows:

Project Phase

Monocable Detachable
Gondola (MDG)

Tricable Detachable
Gondola (3S)

Manufacturing

~6 months

~12 months

Construction, Civil, &
Stations*

~12 months

~24 months

Install E&M

~6 months

~12 months

Commissioning

8-10 days

4-6 weeks

Inspection by Local/
National Authorities

Varies (~2 weeks)

Varies (~2 weeks)

Total Construction TIme

~12 months

~20-24 months

Note:
* Second half of construction occurs in parallel to manufacturing.

However, please note that project realization times are subject to a number of caveats
which may include, but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Time required to undergo planning/development process in order to obtain
necessary approvals
The need to determine and evaluate soil conditions. Poor soil conditions may
require soil replacement which can add time to construction timeline
Cold, winter conditions in Gothenburg and holiday schedules of
manufacturers may impact the construction timeline
If Gothenburg chooses 3S technology, it will be the first project for an urban
transit 3S cable car that travels over water. The rope pulling over a water
crossing and associated construction procedures in a city environment may
increase project complexities

Overall, Gothenburg should anticipate a longer than usual construction time.
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The purpose is of this section is to answer the following question:
Conduct a brief review on how planners and managers of urban gondola system
have solved the issue of passenger security as it relates to other passengers.

5.1

Security and Safety

There are many methods urban gondola systems have implemented to improve
passenger security. Some procedures and designs are industry standards while other
methods have been created in order to satisfy conditions in the local environment.
In many cases, onboard safety is largely a question of legislation and cultural
preferences. A high degree of community outreach may be required to determine
what measures are implemented to maximize passenger safety. Some common
security/safety features include the following:
Features
Platform Attendants

Purpose
Platform attendants are used to ensure improved passengers
flow and safety. Their presence also ensures that protocols
for safe riding are followed by passengers. For peak travel
times, platform attendants ensures the system runs at optimal
capacities.
For instance, without attendants, system capacities may be
reduced as passengers are more likely to leave seats open.
This may occur for reasons such as: wishing to ride cabin
by themselves and wishing to ride cabin with friends/family,
However, with a platform attendant providing direction and
guidance, they will encourage riders to fill in empty seats. In
turn, this increases system capacities and reduces wait times.
Furthermore, platform attendants are trained to educate
passengers, and can notify managers should there be any
security threats and/or emergencies. They can also provide
boarding/deboarding assistance passengers with greater
mobility needs (i.e. handicapped, elderly, baby strollers).

The photo above shows platform attendants on Hong Kong's
Ngong Ping 360 guiding and managing queuing passengers.
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Vehicle attendants ride onboard with fellow passengers and
are typically found in larger cabins such as aerial tram systems
which can hold greater than 100 persons per cabin.
In fact, in some jurisdictions, older regulations (10+ years
old) require the presence of a vehicle attendant once a
passenger number threshold is reached (i.e. 50 passengers, 100
passengers etc).
However, vehicle attendants are generally not relevant
and not required for 3S and MDG systems. CCTV and 2-way
communication devices are considered sufficient.
In large cabins, attendants may increase system safety as they
are trained to:
•
•
•
•

Respond to emergencies situations on board (i.e. inform
and explain to passengers during stoppages)
Answer general inquiries
Discourage disruptive activities
Enforcement of cabin rules

3S cable cars with 30+ passenger cabins approach passenger
sizes comparable to a small bus. Depending on the final
number of cabins and if it is economically viable, Gothenburg
may consider hiring cabin attendants. However, further
consultation with stakeholders and the community is necessary
to determine this need.

The photo above shows a cabin attendant onboard the
109-person Roosevelt Island Tram cabin. They are responsible
for the management and operations in the cabin.
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In environments where major security concerns are present,
police and security personnel are present at each station.
Security personnel can discourage disruptive and unruly
behaviour. For instance, should there be any emergencies
during onboard travel time, unruly passengers can be
apprehended by police at the next station.
In some South American transit cable cars, heavily armed
military/security personnel are stationed at all stations.
In general, security/police officers/special constables are quite
common in all transit systems (i.e. buses, subways, light rail and
etc) and is a valuable safety feature.

CCTV in Stations

CCTV in stations enables staff to monitor premises.

CCTV in Cabins

CCTV in cabins enables staff to monitor activity on all cabins.
CCTV systems can be installed on an "as need" basis.

Audio and/or two way
communication systems between
Cabin and Stations

Audio systems allow staff and passengers to communicate
during emergency situations.

The photo above shows an emergency intercom system
aboard the Koblenz Seilbahn.
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Safety and system information posted in cabins, stations and
available online.

Photo above shows safety and riding information posted in
Lisbon Telecabine.
Supplies in Cabins

Food, beverages, blankets, and other safety supplies are
placed in cabins for passengers during prolonged system
outages

Aircraft Warning System - Obstacle
Collision Avoidance System

Aircraft Warning Systems produce audible and visual warnings
when aircrafts approach cable car.

Cabin Windows

There are a variety of cabin window designs. Some have user
operated windows while others are designed with passive, air
ventilation holes. Cable car systems traveling over sensitive
areas and/or built in areas with higher security risks, may wish
to build cabins with non-operable windows. This will reduce the
likelihood of passengers throwing items out of windows.

Left: Air vents/holes in Ngong Ping 360 Cabin
Right: Pull down windows on Lisbon Telecabine
Passenger Riding Protocols

Some systems have implemented their own unique set of
protocols to maximize passenger safety.
For instance, on the Medellin Metrocable, management
does not allow passengers to ride in cabins by themselves.
A minimum of two passengers must ride together. This rule
is primarily designed to ensure that a passenger can notify
operators should there be a medical emergency with another
passenger.
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Passenger Safety Measures

The table below documents some of the most common passenger safety measures
that have been implemented on gondola systems.

System

Tech

Platform
Attendant

Vehicle Attendant

Security/Police at
Station

CCTV in Station

CCTV in Cabin

Audio Systems in
Cabin

Communication
System between
Cabin and Station

Koblenz Seilbahn

3S

Yes

No

See CCTV in
Station

Yes

Yes

In one cabin

Yes (intercom)

3S Penkenbahn
(Mayrhofner)

3S

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No, but may be
retrofitted

Gaislachkogel 2

3S

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes (1-way from
cabin to operator)

Olympic Village
Section 1

3S

Yes

No

Yes (during
Olympic Games)

Yes

No

No

Yes (intercom)

Olympic Village
Section 2

3S

Yes

No

Yes (during
Olympic Games)

Yes

No

No

Yes (intercom)

Psekhako

3S

Yes

No

Yes (during
Olympic Games)

Yes

No

No

Yes (intercom)

Peak 2 Peak

3S

Yes

No

n/a

n/a

n/a

Yes (1-way)

Only Station to
Cabin

Alpine Express I

3S

Yes

No

No

No

No

n/a

n/a

Alpine Express II

3S

Yes

No

No

No

No

n/a

n/a

Notes:
n/a: not available at time of report writing
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System

Tech

Platform
Attendant

Vehicle Attendant

Security/Police at
Station

CCTV in Station

CCTV in Cabin

Audio Systems in
Cabin

Communication
System between
Cabin and Station

Linea Roja - Mi
Teleferico (Phase
1)

MDG

Yes

No

n/a

Yes

No (may be
retrofitted)

Yes

Yes (both
directions)

Linea Amarilla - Mi
Teleferico (Phase
1)

MDG

Yes

No

n/a

Yes

No (may be
retrofitted)

Yes

Yes (both
directions)

Linea Verde - Mi
Teleferico (Phase
1)

MDG

Yes

No

n/a

Yes

No (may be
retrofitted)

Yes

Yes (both
directions)

Mi Teleferico Phase 2 (6 lines)

MDG

n/a

n/a

n/a

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mariche
Metrocable
Express

MDG

Yes

No

Not in station
(police located
nearby)

Yes

No

No

Yes

Emirates Air Line

MDG

Yes

No

3 Security Guards
24/7

Yes

Yes

Yes (infotainment
screen & audio)

Yes (intercom)

Singapore Cable
Car (rebuild)

MDG

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes (both
directions)

Ngong Ping 360

BDG

Yes

No

n/a

Yes

No

Yes

No (but a hotline
is provided
in cabin for
passengers to call
if necessary)

Notes:
n/a: not available at time of report writing
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Peak 2 Peak Case Study

The Peak 2 Peak is considered a feat of
engineering and one of the world's most
recognized cable cars.
The system is built with 3S technology and
holds the world record for longest free span
between two towers and highest point
above ground.
The system was unfortunately subject to a
security breach in 2014 when a daredevil
pried open the door to perform an illegal
base jump.
However, situations such as these are incredibly rare. To prevent incidents like this from
occurring, Gothenburg may wish to install CCTV in cabins and/or have presence of a
vehicle attendant.

The two images above are screenshots of the video posted to Youtube after the
daredevil base jumped at the gondola's highest point (436m above Fitzsimmon Creek).
Reports indicate the suspect used a mechanical lever to pry the doors open. Doors
from two other cabins were also believed to have suffered damage by the same
culprit. However, those cabin doors were able to maintain its integrity and remained
locked.
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Summary

Due to a city's need to protect and serve its citizens, it may be logical to invest in the
highest security systems possible.
This may be possible since city budgets for urban cable cars are generally higher than
those found in the traditional ski resort setting.
However, since each city has its own unique security circumstances, the city should
conduct extensive consultations with relevant local stakeholders. This may determine
the level of risk that could be anticipated aboard a cable car and in turn, inform the
security settings required on a cable car to make passengers feel safe.
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For cable cars operating above active shipyards, the Consultants were unable to
identify any existing ropeways in this context. The closest known example was a 3S
being planned over one of Africa's largest/busiest shipyards in Lagos, Nigeria. However,
there is little publicly available information regarding any proposed mitigation strategies
for operating above a shipyard.
The Consultants understand that explosive and hazardous materials may be
present in Gothenburg's shipyard. As such, fire protection may be one of the major
issues. However, the precise location of the shipyard and explosives, as well as the
exact alignment and height of the cable car, are unknown to the Consultants. For
the Gothenburg Cable Car, a full analysis of local regulations (by qualified local
consultants) supplemented by international ropeway experts will be required to
address this issue.
In terms of cable car systems travelling over waterways and active harbours, this
environment presents both opportunities and challenges. As demonstrated in this
report, these systems can be found throughout the world and operate at very high
levels of safety.
When catastrophic accidents occur, such as that in Singapore, it is generally a result
of third parties who failed to adhere to policies and/or who were negligent. This
suggests that while a cable car operator can implement policies and procedures to
safeguard a cable car, operators must also be proactive and engage with all relevant
stakeholders. This includes, but not is not limited to: harbour authorities, transportation
departments, construction companies, nearby land owners, marine vessel operators,
and much more.
Working closely with these stakeholders may increase safety and reduce the likelihood
of conflict between cable car operations and other nearby uses.
Within a cable car, operators have followed general ropeway safety procedures to
increase system security. These include, but is not limited to: CCTV cameras (in stations
and in cabins), deployment of platform attendants, deployment of cabin attendants,
security staff at stations, and 2-way communication devices in cabins. Some systems
have implemented their own unique safety protocols. For instance, passengers in
Medellin's Metrocable are prevented from riding alone. This policy was designed
to ensure that a passenger can contact system operators should one passenger
experience an emergency (i.e. stroke, fainting, sickness and etc)
In terms of construction times, existing 3S cable car indicates that these systems can be
built in roughly 20-24 months while MDGs can be built in approximately 12 months.
Overall, proper stakeholder consultation, alignment optimization, selection of the
appropriate cable car technology and the design of the smart stations will further
enhance security, safety, ease of operations and passenger satisfaction.
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